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Dear Sirs, 

With this Letter we would like to draw attention to the importance of complete identification of both 

renal arteries (RA) and superior mesenteric artery (SMA) during a procurement procedure. Usually the 

RAs originate from the aorta below the level of the SMA. However, when a polar or hilar RA originates 

above the SMA, accidentally cutting a RA can easily remain unnoticed. 

 

During a multi-organ procurement in a 55-year old female donor, an aberrant anatomy of SMA and RAs 

was found. After a standard sterno-laparotomy, general inspection, exclusion of accessory hepatic 

arteries, a Cattel-Braasch manoeuvre, and flushing of the bile duct, the aorta and vena cava were 

cannulated. After cold flush with University of Wisconsin solution, the liver-pancreas bloc was split from 
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the kidneys. Both RAs arose cranial to the SMA (Figure 1, Panel A). As the pancreas was not allocated 

and there was no right accessory hepatic artery, the origin of the SMA was left with the renal bloc in 

order to preserve sufficient renal aortic patches. Splitting of both kidneys at the back table revealed two 

hilar RAs for each kidney. Both had the same diameter (4 mm) and originated cranial and caudal to the 

SMA. The distance between the two arteries was two centimetres on both sides. Both kidneys were 

transplanted successfully. 

 

During embryologic development, the kidneys and their vasculature move cranial into their definitive 

position at the level of the first and second lumbar intervertebral disc (1-3). The SMA originates 1.0-1.5 

cm higher, at the lower third of the first lumbar vertebra (1, 4-6). The right RA emerges cranial to the left 

RA in 50%-72% of cases (1, 3). Despite the variability in the position of the RAs origin, hilar RAs have 

been reported to arise at levels above the SMA (7). According to an anatomical study of 298 cadavers, 

the incidence of a RA arising at the same level of the SMA is 3.5 %. None arose distinctively above the 

level of the SMA (1). Accidentally cutting a RA because of this unusually high origin is not unthinkable 

but can easily be avoided by identifying the origin of both RAs and SMA. 

Most of the time, the aorta can be cut just caudal from the SMA without damaging the RAs and leaving a 

sufficient patch for SMA and RAs (Figure 1, Panel B). However, when a polar or hilar RA originates above 

the SMA, the aorta should be divided cranial to the ostia of the RAs. Consequently, the origin of the SMA 

will stay with the kidney bloc. When the pancreas is allocated as a vascularized graft, aortic patches for 

both kidneys and pancreas should preferentially be preserved. If this is not possible, the RAs can be 

procured without aortic patch, leaving a sufficient patch on the SMA for the pancreas. Alternatively, the 

SMA can be cut as close as possible to the aorta providing sufficient length for vascular reconstruction 
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and leaving aortic patches with the kidneys. In case of unusual arterial anatomy, it is best to contact the 

recipient centers to provide them with information on how the pancreas was split from the kidneys. 
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Figure Legend 

Figure 1 

Panel A 

Peroperative view of the donor abdominal aorta at the level of the renal arteries. 

The ostia of the right (rRA) and left renal artery (lRA) are situated on the lateral side of the abdominal 

aorta, cranial to the origin of the superior mesenteric artery (SMA).  

H, Head; F, Feet; R, Right; L, Left 

 

Panel B 

Anatomical sketch to illustrate the separation of the aorta at the level of the superior mesenteric 

artery (SMA) and renal arteries (RAs) in a normal anatomical situation. 

In case of pancreas and kidney allocation, the aorta should be cut caudal to the origin of the SMA, 

preserving sufficient arterial patches for SMA and both RAs. 
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